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POST-GREECE 
 

Bombardier Gordon Watson, 52 LAA Regt, Royal Artillery 
 

 
Skeletal Time-line from Gordon Watson’s Service Records (cont’d) 

 
1 Dec 1942 Confirmed PoW & SOS (Struck off Strength) Middle East Forces 
1942 – 1945 At some point transferred from initial camp to Stalag 383, Hohenfels, Bavaria  
22 Mar 1945 Report from Moscow states “Soldier in Allied Hands (Russia)” “Straggler” 
1 May 1945 “Returned to (Army) Military Control at VIIA after time in 383” (VIIA could refer to the very 

large PoW Transit Camp at Moosberg, Bavaria, recently liberated by the Allies) 
8 May 1945 Germany surrenders unconditionally 
14 May 1945 Officially “Home”, i.e. in UK - administratively at least.  Stragglers List 
15 May 1945 Gordon’s mother receives telegram stating that he has “arrived safely” – presumably 

meaning back in the UK.  

           
              

Note – LHS quotes “Camp 8B”; CTR & RHS states “In Allied hands” (fails to say “In Russian hands”) – 
LHS acually states “last heard of . . . in camp 8B” but this is immediately followed by “last heard of . . . in 
Stalag 383”.  This type of contradiction is far from uncommon in official, unofficial and personal accounts. 

 

 
 

The news Mrs Watson had been waiting for for 4 years 
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17 May 1945 Belated letter from War Office stating “No news since release by Russians” 
 

 
 

27 Sep 1945 Temp attachment to 65 Transit Camp 
6 Dec 1945 Awarded Africa Star 
30 Jan 1946 SOS this Unit, proceeding to No 5 MCU Guildford for release 
  Notification of Impending Release (No 1 LIAP Holding Centre, Shorncliffe, Kent) 
  “Military Conduct . . . Exemplary” 

          

Notification of Impending Release, 30 Jan 1946 
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31 Jan 1946 Posted to ‘Y’ List (e) i.e. Returning PoWs 
1 Feb 1946 Leave PoW Repatriation? 
31 May 1946 Termination of Leave – Posted to ‘Y’ List (Class A release) i.e. to Reserve List 
1 June 1946 Class A release = “Eligible for recall to age 45”  
  Release to Class ‘Z’ (T) = Reserve List for Enlisted Men 
  Discharged on completion of engagement 
30 June 1959 Discharged from Reserve Liability i.a.w. Navy, Army & Air Force Reserve Act 1959 

 
 
Prisoner of War No 7380 – a narrative tale 
 
Archivist’s Note: 
 

Substantive details of Gordon’s life in captivity are few and far between.  This is an attempt to put 
some flesh on the bare bones of the known skeleton.  The following scenario is the result of 
combining those clues that are documented, those that are credibly implied, those that are family 
reportage and some background data based on other prisoner’s stories and experiences. This 
account is largely the product of the Archivist’s relative familiarity with the broader subject of PoWs 
from the Greek Campaign and his (sometimes too inventive) assumptions based on nothing  more 
than probability theory!  Any corrections, amendments or updates will be most welcome. 

 
1 From Dulag 183 (as with all other PoWs from Greece & Crete) Gordon would normally have been 

entrained in cattle trucks and shipped initially to either Stalag XVIIID in Marberg (Yugoslavia) or 
Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg (Austria).  There is no mention of either destination in his Service 
Records.  It may be that he was still under some medical care (walking wounded?) by the time he 
travelled north from Salonika.  Family reports refer to him being hospitalised for up to 9 months 
and to travelling by cattle-truck in the usual PoW manner, though the trucks for wounded men 
may not have been so desperately overloaded by the time he was moved northwards. 
 

2 Again due to the possibility that he was still under medical care it is possible that he was taken 
directly to his first PoW camp – a large Stalag with a very efficient hospital – namely Stalag VIIIB 
at Lamsdorf in Upper Silesia, now Lambrowice in post-war Poland.  This destination is also 
reinforced by a post-card in Gordon’s possession which shows the offices, processing plant and 
extensive quarry of a limestone-cement manufacturer at Falkenburg O.S, (Oberschliesen – i.e. 
Upper Silesia).  Falkenburg (now re-named Niemodlin) is 7 miles NW of Lamsdorf and  was the 
location of Stalag VIIIB’s ArbeitsKommando Work Party E272.  

                                         
Welcome to scenic Falkenburg 

 
3 Furthermore, a family anecdote states that on one occasion (at an unspecified time and place) 

Gordon hit a guard with his spade (or shovel, perhaps?).  It would be logical to conjecture that the 
said implement was being used in the cement works and for his actions Gordon would have been 
summarily punished and possibly put on a list of troublemaking NCOs who objected to working for 
the Germans (a perfectly legitimate call under the Geneva Convention).  The overall timing would 
fit if he came to Lamsdorf early in his PoW career, being transferred possibly in 1942 to Stalag 
383, Hohenfels in Bavaria (12 miles NW of Regensburg) as a rebellious Bombardier.  For some  
reason his time in Stalag VIIIB is not referred to in his Service Records, though Stalag 383 is. 
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4 Gordon may have witnessed the inhuman treatment of Russian PoWs by the Germans (possibly 
at Regensburg, near Hohenfels?).  He was certainly aware of it and kept photographic evidence: 

 

             
 

He kept these photographs of Russian PoWs – possibly taken at Stalag XVIIIA, Wolfsberg.  They 
were deliberately under-fed, maltreated and worked to death as enslaved forced labour.  According 
to Wikipedia at least 3.3 million Russian Prisoners of War died in German hands!  The Russians 
were not signatories to the Geneva Convention – so Nazi policy was to simply anihilated them. 

 

              
 

Gordon’s artistic handiwork – but where and when? 
(Family tradition suggests he also used his skills in the PoW forging trade) 

 

   
Where and when?  383? ‘43-‘44? 

  Dicky 
Dumper? 
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Stalag 383 Hohenfels 

 

 
 

Hohenfels Group – Gordon Watson highlighted – “380/3101” written on back 
 

     
 
Guards searching amongst Red Cross food tins?  For radio, perhaps?  Guard Tower – 
   “Gisburn 220” written on back, not in Gordon’s hand.  Small world          and vegetable plot? 

    back home contact number for when it’s all over? 
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Reason for vegetable plots!! 

 
4 He escaped on 22 March 1945 and made his way through to the approaching Russian lines. 

 
5 He was returned to British Military Control on 1 May (a celebratory May Day gesture by the 

Russians perhaps?)  possibly at Stalag VIIA, Moosberg, Bavaria (about 60 miles south of 
Hohenfels – and recently liberated by the Americans). 

 
6 Flown back to Blighty in a Lancaster bomber (on 15 May, judging by the date stamp on his home-

coming  telegram). 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Not exactly Gordon – but he would have experienced something very similar, no doubt 


